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Q&A for SBA
Q: If we were approved for EIDL but only received a partial amount vs the full 6 months of working capital,
what documentation do we need to submit to request additional funding?
A: The EIDL program provides up to $10k of funds as a grant. If you need more funding, you may apply for the
PPP loan which is used for mortgage, rent, payroll, and utilities.
Q: What assistance is available for bootstrapping sole entrepreneurs who exhaust personal funding?
A: You may apply for both loans if you were operational on Feb. 15th 2020. You may also qualify for
unemployment, check your state.
Q: Our company received an approval letter for PPP loan but we have not received the funds and we have not
heard from the bank. Can you tell us why?
A: Contact your bank for the status of your loan.
Q: Is there a maximum # of employees a business may have and identify as a "small business"?
A: Yes, the rule is 500 or less employees. Certain industry NAICS codes are allowed to exceed 500, e.g., any with a
NAICS beginning with "72". Check with the SBA if you think you are eligible.
Q: Is a NEW small business that began as A RESULT of COVID-19 lockdown eligible for funding?
A: To qualify for the loans, you would have to have been in business on or before February 15, 2020.
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Q: I received $1000 advance, I was DENIED the EIDL. My PPP application took several submissions and is still
"in progress".
A: The $1000 advanced received is a part of the EIDL loan program; it’s a grant. Contact your bank for a status of
the PPP loan.
Q: Bank of America is asking me to provide additional documentation for my PPP but I have submitted
required docs. How do I contact them for clarification?
A: Schedule a meeting at your bank for clarification.
Q: I still haven't received any response from SBA for EIDL; what should I do?
A: Once you applied, you should have received a confirmation number. If not, resubmit your application. Contact
the SBA with any questions you have regarding the status of your loan.
Q: Will there be additional funding for EIDL? This program was closed prior to my firm being able to apply.
A: Congress has just refunded both programs, reapply.
Q: Does it really make sense for small businesses to use the PPP loan as intended knowing there is no
guarantee your business will be back in 8 weeks? Would it make better sense to keep the money and layoff
as many as possible to insure sustainability of your business, in case it takes months to come back? A 1%
loan doesn't seem so bad if you can get back to full operation.
A: As a Business owner you must make choices that are best for your organization. Make sure you research and
understand the PPP. If the loan is used for payroll, mortgage, rent, and utilities, the loan is then forgiven. The
loan matures in 2 years if it is not used as specified in the application.
Q: If you've submitted an application for a loan with a bank and the loan is in process, can you or should you
apply with another bank as well - or would that slow down or stop your loan process if funding is renewed?
A: You will not jeopardize your loan if another bank is able to assist you. When you name appears in the queue
with the previous bank inform them that your application is being processed at another bank. Just be
forthright.
Q: How will the amount for the EIDL loan be determined?
A: The loan amount is based on upon prior year’s gross profits with a max of $2M.
Q: How should the EIDL applications be submitted?
A: You apply online for EIDL disaster loans and grants at www.sba.gov.
Q: What happens if you've submitted a PPP application but were forced to lay off an employee because of the
delay? Will the company be penalized?
A: PPP loan program is designed to offer relief for organizations during this crisis. The loan is forgiven if it is used
for payroll, mortgage, rent, and utilities.
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Q: Does the EIDL Advance consider a small business who has only 1099 independent contractors? Or, do they
have to be employees on payroll?
A: If you were operating on Feb 15, 2020 and was paying employees or 1099 independent contractors, you may
apply for the EIDL loan.
Q: The initial PPP applicants may have received a higher amount due FUTA inclusion. Do they get an advantage
because the policy change happened after a week?
A: PPP loan program is designed to offer relief for organizations during this crisis. The loan is forgiven if it is used
for payroll, mortgage, rent, and utilities.

